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Oh, Bull Voices of comedy Billy West's stand-up 
ranges across his many Men's soccer loses in overtime to 
South Florida 1-0 -SEESPORTS,A7 . characters -SEE VARIETY,A9 
Mone 
GETTING YOUR 
GAS ON THE CHEAP 
Kelly Joosten and dozens of others saved 
a bundle when she went to a Wisconsin 
gas station Monday.Although a sign 
advertised $3.43 for a gallon of premium 
fuel, but the pump cost registered at 
$0.349 a gallon. 
"ltwas 
amazing," 
Joosten told 
The 
Associated 
Press.She 
said she spent 
$8.85 to fill up. 
Animals 
A GIFT THAT 
KEEPS ON 
SHEDDING 
Five veterinary dinics in eastern Alabama 
received 32 healthy cats in containers in 
the past week, all with notes from 
anonymous donor saying that she is 
dying from cancer."Miss R" signed the 
notes, which begged the dinics to find 
homes for her cats because her time was 
short the notes read."Please 
do not 
kilr'was 
written on 
allthe 
containers. 
m Breaking news on your cell 
Get UCF news sent to your cell 
phone. Just text the keyword 
UCFNEWS to 44636. 
AROUND CAMPUS, A2 
SUSTAINABILITY 
CONFERENCE MONDAY 
IN PEGASUS BALLROOM 
UCF and the Sustainable Florida-
Collins Center will host a Campus and 
Community Sustainability Conference 
on Monday from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. in 
the Pegasus Ball room at the Student 
Union. 
LOCAL & STATE, A2 
BOY SHOT IN LEG 
FOLLOWING DOMESTIC 
DISPUTE GONE WRONG 
Authorities say a 5-year-old boy was 
shot in the leg after someone pulled a 
gun during a domestic dispute at a 
Port Richey home.A Pasco County 
Sheriff spokesman said the shooting 
happened Wednesday night and that 
they bullet ricocheted and hit the boy. 
NATION & WORLD, A4 
U.S. MILITARY SAYS 
FOUR DETAINED AFTER 
RAIDS IN MOSUL 
The U5. military says it has detained 
four suspected insurgents in raids 
targeting al-Qaida in Iraq's leadership 
in the northern Iraqi city of Mosul. They 
military says one of two men detained 
was part of an attack on Oct.5. 
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Apollo astronaut lands at UCF 
Cunningham speaks; awards scholarship 
JAMES CRUIKSHANK 
Contributing Writer 
Great results cannot be 
achieved without great i:isks, 
said form~r astronaut Walter· 
Cunningham. 
''You could go to Mars, 
believe me," Cunningham said 
during his first visit to UCF on 
Tuesday afternoon 
Cunningham was speaking 
on behalf of the Astronaut 
Scholarship Foundation in the 
Harris Engineering Center and 
presented this year's award to 
Ashley Ewh, a mechanical engi-
neering major. 
Ewh accepted her giant 
check for $10,000 with a smile. 
"I cannot tell you how much 
this means to me," Ewh said 
Cunningham encouraged 
students to work toward their 
goals and dreams. According to · 
Cunningham, being an astro-
naut requires a taste for danger-
ous aclv.enture, and dangerous 
D Formoreon this story go to www.UCFNews.com 
adventure requires the willing-
ness to fail. 
''You won't win without the 
willingness to fail," Cunning-
ham said 
The former astronaut and 
Lunar Module pilot reminisced 
about his participation in the 
PLEASE SEE U.S. ON AS 
REEMA DESAI / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Fonner astronaut Walter Cunningham spoke to students Tuesday about the Astronaut 
Scholarship program. Engineering student Ashley Ewh was given the 2008 $10,000 scholarship. 
to· Bomb scare 
ends up· 
dryice 
AMANDA MOORE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Orange County Sheriff contenders Republican John Tegg, left, and Demoaat Jerry Demings met in the Pegasus Ballroom Tuesday evening for a Central Florida News 13 live televised debate. 
Orange County Sheriff 
contenders meet for debate 
STEPHANIE DE SOUSA 
Contributing Writer 
There's going to be a new sheriff in town come Nov. 4, and can-
didates John Tegg and Jerry Demings faced off on the issues that 
job will entail during a debate at UCF. 
UCF students and residents of Orange County watched the 
live, televised debate between Tegg and Demings, held in the 
Pegasus Ballroom on Tuesday night. 
UCF President John Hitt welcomed the university's guests and 
referred to the race for sheriff as possibly the "highest profile race 
in Central Florida." 
Republican Tegg and Democrat Demings faced off in front of 
an audience of UCF criminal justice and legal studies students, 
candidate supporters and Central Florida News 13 viewers watch-
ing at home. The candidates discussed how they would deal with 
PLEASE SEE RALLIES ON A5 
JERRY DEMlNGS 
SOME PLATFORM GOAlS: 
Reduce violent crime 
Put more deputies on the street 
Sound fiscal management 
Improve technology 
Safer roads and redoced traffic congestion 
JOHN TEGG 
SOME PLATFORM GOAlS: 
Shift personnel to combat violent crime 
Drastically increase deputies on I-Drive 
Increase police response and assistance 
Work more with other law enforcement agents 
Making officers more accessible to the public 
Diversity Week 
EvaCllations leave 
night up-in smoke 
- MARK SCHAUB · 
Staff Writer 
The Research Pavilion 
located in Research Park ·was 
evacuated Tuesday night after 
UCF Police responded to -a 
suspicious package on the 
curb that turned out to be dry 
ice. 
The Orange County Sher-
iff's Office explosives unit was 
called in to handle the pack-
age, which was discovered to 
contain dry ice, according to 
the incident report. The white 
box didn't have a label or 
postage. 
"There are no investigative 
leads right now," said Cpl. 
James Roop, the public infor-
mation officer for UCF PD. 
Linda Baker came across 
the package at about 6 p.m. 
walking to her vehicle. Baker 
told police it looked out of 
place; she looked inside the 
box, but didn't touch it. 
Baker declined to com-
ment. 
UCF Police officer Pablo 
Vargas, who was the first offi-
cer on the scene and wrote the 
report, inspected the open 
package but could not identify 
its contents, which was cov-
ered with a blue plastic. Offi-
cers called the Orange County 
Sheriffs Office explosives unit 
as a precautionary measure. 
PLEASE SEE INCIDENT ON A6 
Students learn how to 
defend against attacks 
Done with the paper? Make origarrri 
KERRI ANNE RENZULLI 
Staff Writer 
The attacker holds tight to 
the right wrist, twisting the 
flesh taut. 
Derek Holliday, a freshman 
computer science major, steps 
closer, placing his own hand on 
the attackers and rotates it 
slowly until his knuckles press-
down on either side of his 
attacker's wrist bone. The 
attacker gives a sigh of pain and 
lets go. 
"Good, now switch. The 
attacker becomes the defender. 
G Forphotosfrom Diversity Week: 
www.UCFNews.com 
Remember to do it slowly;• said 
Stephen Nordlinger, UCF 
Library media section staff and 
escape class instructor . 
The 10 self-defense class 
pupils line up in two columns 
of five facing each other. Each 
side takes turns being the 
attackers and the defenders. 
The defenders employ a 
variety of newly-taught move-
PLEASE SEE RECENT ON AS 
KERRI ANNE RENZULLI 
Staff Writer 
The traditional Japanese 
art of folding paper or origami 
is the most popular class the 
library offers during diversity 
week. The packed class of 
over forty attendees ran out of 
chairs and had students lined 
up against the walls folding 
along to instructor Athena 
Hoeppner, electronic 
resources librarian 
"I received the e-mails 
about it (Diversity Week's 
origami class), and I came 
because I'm interested in 
origami work," Xinhua Ren. 
an electrical engineering grad-
uate student, said 
The packed class took 
instruction not only from 
Hoeppner, but also from 
worksheets with detailed 
instructions of the folds and 
creases nec-
essary to 
form the 
most well-
known origa-
mi shape: The 
paper crane. 
The work-
sheets were 
then given to 
the students to 
take home at 
the lesson's 
conclusion 
''I choose to teach the crane 
because it is the only one I can 
fold without having instruc-
tions in front of me, and it's the 
most popular origami shape," 
Hoeppner said 
Hoeppner also 
PLEASE SEE FOLDING 
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AROUND 
CAMPUS 
News and notices for 
the UCF community 
Sustainability conference Monday 
UCF and Sustainable Flori-
da-Collins Center will host a 
Campus and Community Sus-
tainability Conference on 
Monday in the Pegasus Ball-
room at the Student Union 
from 7 am. to 9 p.m. 
Presentations will focus on 
the economy, the environment 
and quality of life. 
For more information, con-
tact Rebecca Rashkin, Alaina 
Beard or Tina Richards at 407-
823-3583 or e-mail sustain-
ableucf@mail.ucf.edu. 
How to make healthy changes 
Meghan Murphy Van Camp 
gives advice on making healthy 
changes when both time and 
funds are running low at the 
Recreation and Wellness Cen-
ter Classroom on Monday from 
2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
For more information, con-
tact Health Services at 407-823-
5841. 
Winning with conflict resolution 
Learn winning ways to 
resolve conflicts by attending a 
conflict management presenta-
tion in the Recreation and 
Wellness Center Classroom 
from noon to 1 p.m. 
For more information, con-
tact Health Services at 407-823-
5841. 
These shoes were made for walking 
Get your shoes ready for 
Walk a Mile in Her Shoes, a 
demonstration where men will 
walk around in women's shoes 
to get people talking about vio-
lence against women and help 
men better understand women. 
The demonstration will be 
from 11 am. to 2 p.m. at the Stu-
dent Union Patio. 
For more information, con-
tact LaShawn Rivera at 407-
823-6333 or e-mail 
larivera@mail.ucf.edu. 
LOCAL 
&STATE 
Keep local with headlines 
you may have missed 
Authorities say boy shot in leg 
after domestic dispute gone wrong 
PORT RICHEY - Authori-
ties say a 5-year-old boy was 
shot in the leg after someone 
pulled a gun during a domestic 
dispute at a Port Richey home. 
A Pasco County Sheriff's 
spokesman says the shooting 
happened late Wednesday 
night. 
The bullet ricocheted and 
grazed the child's left leg. A 
neighbor heard the shot and 
called-911. 
The boy was taken by med-
ical helicopter to a St. Peters-
burg hospital, but the injuries 
were not life-threatening. 
Authorities say the people 
involved in the fight refused to 
cooperate with deputies, so it 
wasn't clear who fired the shot. 
Deputies were still investigat-
ing. 
Man sentenced to 45 years after 
pleading guilty to manslaughter 
DAYTONA BEACH - A 
Daytona Beach man has been 
sentenced to 45 years in prison 
after pleading guilty last 
month to DUI manslaughter 
charges. 
Authorities say 31-year-old 
Brenton Black was driving a 
friend's sport utility vehicle in 
June 2007 with a suspended 
license and a blood alcohol 
content nearly twice the legal 
limit of .08. 
He collided with a pickup 
while driving through an inter-
section, and a woman who was 
riding in the truck died. 
Prosecutors say Black had 
been convicted of driving with 
a suspended license eight 
times before the crash. 
A Volusia County judge 
handed down Black's sentence 
on Wednesday. As part of his 
plea agreement, Black's pun-
ishment was capped at 50 
years, but his attorneys had the 
right to argue for less time. 
I 
Man suing strip dub following 
flying shoe and broken glass 
FORT LAUDERDALE 
An angry wife or girlfriend 
might not be the only thing to 
worry about when visiting a 
strip club. 
A Margate man suing a 
Pompano Beach club claims a 
l PLEASE SEE LOCAL.JN A4 
Today 
MOSTLY 
SUNNY 
High:87° 
Low:67° 
ti 
LOCAL WEATHER 
TODAY IN DETAIL 
Today: A 10 percent chance of rain 
with a maximum humidity of 
58 percent. 
Tonight: Partly cloudy in the evening 
with a 10 percent chance of rain and 
wind from the east at 5 mph. 
I 
Saturday 
PARTLY CLOUDY 
Sunday 
PARTLY CLOUDY 
High:84° 
Low:67° 
High: 78° 
Low:66° 
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Task force uses photos 
to show drug dangers 
CHRISTINE HARPER 
Staff Writer 
On June 27, 2003, Richard 
Perry, a 21-year-old Valencia 
student, went up to his dorm 
room, shut the door and 
injected heroin into his veins. 
Within 10 minutes, he was 
dead. 
Perry's cause of death was 
heroin overdose. According to 
a study conducted by the Cen-
ters for Disease Control, 33,541 
people died from drug-related 
causes including prescription 
drug poisoning in 2005. 
To help lower the rising 
number of drug overdoses, 
the Narcotic Overdose Pre-
vention & Education Task 
Force, gave a presentation 
Tuesday night to educate UCF 
students about the dangers 
and misconceptions of drug 
overdose. 
At the presentation, 13 
enlarged photos of dead high 
school and college students 
were displayed as a reminder 
to all that anyone can die from 
drug overdose. 
"We're actually missing 15 
photos tonight," presenter 
Capt. Jeffery Lindskoog said. 
"We couldn't fit them all in 
this room." 
Narcotic analgesics deaths, 
or prescription painkiller-
related deaths, have increased 
60 percent in just five years, 
Lindskoog said. 
Lindskoog said it was 
therefore likely that some stu-
dents at UCF had these drugs 
in their cabinets too. 
"Most of you have these 
HELPLINES 
HANLEY CENTER/NOPE CHAT LINE 
www.hanleycenter.org/NOPE 
1-80Q-444--7008 
SUICIDE HOT LINE 
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org 
1-800-SUICIDE 
pills in your dorm room now, 
and most of you have already 
taken them at soine point," 
Lindskoog said. 
One of the most common 
myths about drug overdose is 
that it's the amount of a drug 
that kills you, Lindskoog said. 
In reality, it can be the com-
bination of several different 
factors, like how much alcohol 
is mixed with the drug·or how 
much water is in your system 
at the time that can kill you. 
"There is no such thing as a 
lethal dose," Lindskoog said. 
"You can take a drug one day, 
and it can work wonders for 
you, and you can take that 
same drug the next day, or one 
week later, and it can kill you." 
Lindskoog suggests UCF 
students throw away any 
expired or unnecessary pre-
scription drugs and lock up 
any remaining prescription 
pills. 
This will prevent others 
from unknowingly overdos-
ing, he said. 
"It's not about trust," Lind-
skoog said. "It's about risk 
ignorance." 
Karen Perry, the mother of 
Richard Perry, also gave a 
short speech on the emotional 
impact oflosing a loved one to 
a drug overdose. She showed 
the audience the remainders 
of her son, a small velvet bag 
filled with a watch, earring 
and chain. 
"If Rich were still here, he 
would caution anybody to 
stop using any pills or illicit 
drugs," she said after the pres-
entation. "As bad as you feel 
for me, you have no idea how 
bad [the pain] is. I wouldn't 
wish this on anybody." 
The presentation · was 
organized by Shannon Hyatt, 
a business management jun-
ior, who contacted NOPE for 
her cornerstone course's serv-
ice learning project. 
"It's amazing to me how 
people can die so instantly 
when they're so young," Hyatt 
said. ·"[This presentation] is a 
good reality check for stu-
dents." 
One such student who 
received a "reality check" was 
Erin Callahan, a communica-
tions sophomore. 
"[The presentation] really 
hit home," Call$an said. "It's 
really scary; you can take one 
pill for a sprained ankle and 
die from it." 
There will also be a candle-
light vigil on Oct. 21 at the 
Reflection Pond to honor 
those lost to drug overdose. 
UCF students who are hav-
ing problems with drug use or 
alcohol or know somebody 
else with a problem can con-
tact UCF's The Real Project. 
The Real Project also offers 
peer-to-peer counseling free 
of charge. 
Sports Rehab 
Do You Want to Work With A'fhletes? 
Logan's Department of Sports & Rehabilitation is designed to assist students in the 
management of injuries & assist in the treatment of patient$ In a clinical setting. 
Master's Degree in Sports Science & Rehabilitation 
_. Unique Dual-Degree M.S./D.C. & Independent Graduate Degree-Formats 
Iii> Develop Skills in the Assessment, Treatment, Conditioning 
& Injury Management of. Athletes 
_. Work with Professional, Collegiate & High School 
Sports Teams 
_. Learn from Experts in Sports Medicine 
Iii> Treat patients in the state-of-the-art.BIOFREEZE® 
Sports & Rehab Center 
If you are looking for a career in healthcare offering 
tremendous personal satisfaction, professional 
success and an income commensurate with your 
professional position, contact Logan Universtty today! 
LOGAN-UNIVER SITY P ROGRAM S ·. · . "• 
COLLE G E O F C HIR O PRAC..'TIC ' 
www.Logan.edu 
Chesterfield (St. Louis area ) , Missouri • 800- 533-9210 
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Motion City Soundtrack shared the stage with Rouse and Lupe Fiasco at the Campus Activities Board concert on Wednesday night. 
CAB shares its Sotmdtrack 
JILLIAN KROTKI 
Staff Writer 
Thousands of UCF stu-
dents came out on Wednesday 
to enjoy Soundtrack Fiasco, a 
concert put on by the Campus 
Activities Board 
The concert, held at the 
UCF Arena, featured Rouse, 
Motion City Soundtrack and 
Chicago-based rapper Lupe 
Fiasco. 
Every fall, CAB hosts their 
CAB Concert Extravaganza, 
CAB Concerts Director Sara- · 
hanne Gecan said Last year, 
Ciara performed, and students 
had to pay for entry. The uni-
versity determined that CAB 
did not need to bring in rev-
enue for this event, so UCF 
students were able to get tick-
ets fodree. 
CAB chose to back up the 
stage so that more students 
could attend About 6,500 tick-
ets were made available to stu-
dents, and the first 1,400 to 
arrive receive wrist bands 
gaining them acee'ss to · the 
floor next to the stage. There 
were a little more than 1,500 
C Formoreon this story go to 
www.UCFNews.com 
general admission tickets, for 
non-UCF students, .on sale for 
$25. 
"fm expecting a lot of dif-
ferent people," Gecan said. 
"It's been a really good time for 
Chicago-based rappers, and 
Motion City Soundtrack is 
pop-punk and fun Our goal is 
to make concerts appealing to 
everyone. We don't want any 
students to go through the year 
thinking there wasn't a single 
concert they wanted to see." 
Rouse opened the show at 8 
p.m. and showed off their 
unique folk-rock style. The 
band won UCF's Battle of the 
Bands last year and currently 
plays shows at clubs in the 
Orlando area 
Motion City Soundtrack 
drew a lot of attention from 
UCF students, and the floor 
was full of students moshing 
and crowd surfing. Playing 
songs like ''The Future Freaks 
Me Out" and "Fell in Love 
Without You," fans rose to 
HPV FACTS: 
their feet to dance and sing 
along. 
"They were my first con-
cert when I was 12, and they 
were just as good the first time 
as they are the seventh," adver-
tising and public relations 
major Stefanie Topping said 
Then came the moment 
that the crowd had been wait-
ing for: Lupe Fiasco. People 
with wrist bands rushed to the 
floor and pressed on toward 
the stage with hopes of getting 
as close as possible to the rap 
star. The crowd drained out 
after Lupe performed the 
much anticipated "Superstar:' 
"Lupe Fiasco was . the 
coolest," said Jerome Year-
wood, an electrical engineer-
ing major. 
Overall, the concert turned 
out to be a success. Most of the 
seating was full, and the floor 
area was full of hyped-up, 
energetic fans. 
''I had a really great time," 
nursing pending major Elyssa 
Griffm said "I wasn't a big fan 
of any of the performers, but it 
turned out to be an awesome 
show." 
HPV OFTEN HAS 
NO SIGNS OR SYMPTOM.S 
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LOCAL & STATE 
FROM A2 
performer's shoe flew off 
during a pole dance, shat-
tered the mirrored ceiling 
and caused glass and the 
shoe to hit him. 
The lawsuit filed in 
Broward County by 35-year-
old Charles Privette says the 
Booby Trap breached its 
duty when its employee 
failed to perform her routine 
in a reasonably safe manner. 
The suit seeks at least 
$15,000 in damages. 
Privette's attorney says 
his client suffered a small cut 
to his eyebrow, headaches 
and nose bleeds because of 
the Jan. 14 pole dance. 
Booby Trap general man-
ager George Gettinger 
acknowledges paramedics 
were called but says injuries 
were minor; 
New Smyrna Beach High student 
diagnosed with rare infection 
NEW SMYRNA BEACH 
- Just weeks after a Kissim-
mee high school student died 
from a rare bacterial infec-
tion, officials say a Volusia 
County student has been 
diagnosed with the same dis-
ease. 
School officials called 18-
year-old Miranda Merrick's 
diagnosis an "isolated inci-
dent." 
The New Smyrna Beach 
High School student was 
taken to the emergency over 
the weekend after experienc-
ing extreme swelling under 
her arms. 
Doctors told her it was 
MRSA, a staph infection. 
The infection is. usually 
treatable. People _carry it on 
their skin or inside their 
noses. The danger rises when 
the infection spreads to the 
bloodstream. 
On Sept. 29, 18-year-old 
Liberty High School student 
Alonzo Smith died at a hospi-
tal from MRSA 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
. HIGHER 
EDUCATION 
What's in the news at 
colleges around the country 
Baylor under fire for allowing 
some students to retake SAT 
WACO, Texas - Baylor 
University is under fire by 
some for allowing freshmen 
who were already enrolled to 
retake the SAT later than 
usual - and offering free 
books and tuition help to 
those who do. 
Baylor insists its main 
· motive was helping students 
financially, not boosting the 
average test scores. 
'We saw that we had merit 
aid available, and we wanted 
to make sure that it was dis-
tributed to a class of very aca-
demically talented students," 
Baylor spokeswoman Lori 
Fogleman told the Waco 'IH-
bune-Herald in Wednesday's 
editions. 
High school seniors have 
always had the option of 
retaking the SAT to increase 
scores and receive more 
financial aid, but in past years 
Baylor's retesting deadline 
was in February. This year, 
incoming freshmen could 
retake the test in June. 
FGCU to pay former coaches 
$3.4 million for settlement 
FORT MYERS - Florida 
Gulf Coast University has 
agreed to pay two former 
female coaches $3.4 million as 
part of a settlement for a gen-
der discrimination lawsuit. 
Former women's volley-
ball coach Jaye Flood and for-
mer women's golf coach 
Holly Vaughn claimed in a 
federal lawsuit that adminis-
trators had retaliated agains( 
them for expressing con-
cerns that female athletes 
and coaches were mistreated. 
The suit also claimed 
defamation. 
University President Wil-
son Bradshaw said Wednesday 
that payments will come from 
the university's insurance poli-
cy, not donor money or tuition 
revenue. The university also 
agreed· to a full gender equity 
compliance review, a campus 
attitude survey and personnel 
policy review. 
The university admits to 
no wrongdoing in the settle-
ment. 
_, 
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Keep current with headlines from around the globe 
KIRSTYWIGGLESWORTH / ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Ticker tape explodes in London's Trafalgar Square on Thursday as crowds celebrate the 
success of the 2008 British Olympic and Paralympic teams at a ceremony and parade. 
Foursuspectedinsurgents 
detained in raids,U.S.says 
BAGHDAD - The U.S. 
military says it has detained 
four suspected insurgents in 
raids targeting al-~ida in 
Iraq's leadership in the 
northern Iraqi city of Mosul. 
· The military says one of 
two men detained in raids 
Wednesday is believed to 
have been linked with a ter-
rorist killed in Mosul on 
Oct. 5. 
That was the day the mil-
itary says it killed five insur-
gents including Abu 
Qaswarah, the No. 2 leader 
of al-Qaida in Iraq. 
The military says two 
more suspects were 
detained Thursday in 
Mosul. The city remains 
restive despite recent secu-
rity gains. 
Military officials say Abu 
Qaswarah was a key figure 
in the al-Qaida network 
with ties to the movement's 
global leadership in Pak-
istan and Afghanistan, 
where he trained. 
U.S. says Afghan policeman 
killed soldier with grenade 
· KABUL, Afghanistan -
An Afghan policeman 
opened fire and tossed a 
hand grenade on a U.S. mili-
tary patrol in eastern 
Afghanistan, killing an Amer-
ican soldier, the U.S. military 
said Thursday. 
It was the second time in 
less than a month that an 
Afghan officer has killed a 
U.S. soldier, raising concerns 
that militants may have infil-
trated the Afghan police 
force. 
Meanwhile, an airstrike by 
foreign troops in southern 
Helmand province killed sev-
eral women and children, a 
police chief said 
In the latest attack on U.S. 
soldiers, the policeman 
standing on a tower attacked 
the American foot patrol in 
Bermel district of the eastern 
Paktika province, the military 
said The troops returned fire 
on the tower, killing the 
policemen. 
The military said it was 
investigating the attack. 
Mechanics called in on suspicion 
of manslaughter in plane crash 
MADRID Spain - A 
Madrid court says the judge 
probing the Spanair plane 
crash that killed 154 people in 
August has called in three 
mechanics for questioning on 
suspicion of manslaughter. 
A Madrid.Superior Justice 
court spokesman says the 
judge has cited two mechan-
ics who checked the plane 
before it took off and crashed 
as well as Spanair's head of 
maintenance at Madrid's 
Barajas airport. 
The official was speaking 
Thursday on condition of 
anonymity in keeping with 
court regulations. 
Earlier this month the first 
official report into the passen-
ger jet said investigators were 
focusing on a problem with 
the plane's wing flaps and the 
failure of a cockpit alarm to 
sound, but that no conclu-
sions have been reached as to 
why the plane went down 
Aug.20. . 
Helicopter transporting child 
crashes, kills all four aboard 
AURORA, ill. - A med-
ical helicopter transporting 
a 1-year-old girl to a Chicago 
hospital crashed and burned 
overnight, killing all four 
aboard, authorities said 
Thursday. 
The helicopter was head-
ed for Children's Memorial 
Hospital in Chicago from 
Valley West Hospital in 
Sandwich, about 50 miles 
west, when it went down 
minutes before midnight, 
said Aurora police 
spokesman Sgt. Robb 
Wailers. 
Wallers said the helicop-
ter may have clipped a radio 
tower's wire before the 
crash. 
Children's Memorial 
Hospital spokeswoman 
Julie Pesch initially said the 
child was being transported 
fo the hospital because of 
epileptic seizures. 
She later said she could 
not reveal the reason for the 
transport because of priva-
cy rules. 
Pesch said the child was 
en route to the Chicago hos-
pital after a closer hospital 
indicated there was no 
room for her there. 
Wailers said the helicop-
ter belonged to Air Angels 
Inc., an emergency medical 
transport service based at 
Clow Airport in suburban 
Bolingbrook. Telephone 
calls to the Air Angels 
offices were not answered 
early Thursday. 
However, Air Angels 
CEO Jim Adams told 
reporters the helicopter's 
crew included the pilot, 
nurse and a paramedic 
employed by the company. 
He did not give their names; 
· He said the helicopter's 
pilot did not report mechan-
ical problems, and weather 
was not an issue. 
The helicopter crashed 
in a field near a residential 
area in east Aurora and 
became engulfed in flames. 
No one on the ground was 
hurt. 
Killings in Kansas City could 
reach record levels in 2008 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. -
Killings in Kansas City are 
happening at an alarming 
rate, and police and resi-
dents say the slayings can be 
traced to the same urban 
maladies that have plagued 
the city for years. 
With 21 homicides in 
August - a record for a sin-
gle month - 2008 could 
become the deadliest year 
this decade for this Miµwest 
city. So far, 103 killings have 
occurred here. 
Detectives and people 
who live in neighborhoods 
infected with violence say 
years of economi<:: depres-
sion and failed education 
are at the heart of the homi-
cide surge. 
Unemployment, lack of 
education, poor anger-man-
agement and conflict-solv-
ing skills and easy access to 
guns consistently emerge as 
contributing factors to the -
killings, said Kansas City 
Police Maj. Anthony Ell, 
commander of the violent 
crimes division. 
The city's homicide rates 
in the last six years have sur-
passed or neared the 100 
mark. The 127 killings in 
2005 were the most for any 
year this decade. But 2008 
could top that. 
Mexico extradites operative 
wanted for smuggling cocaine 
MEXICO CITY - Mexi-
can authorities say they 
have extradited a Colom-
bian cartel operative wanted 
for smuggling thousands of 
pounds of cocaine into the 
United States. 
The federal Attorney 
General's Office says Ever 
Villafane Martinez repre-
sented Colombia's Norte 
del Valle drug cartel in deal- · 
ings with Mexico's Sinaloa 
cartel. He escaped from a 
Colombian prison in 2001. 
Villafane is the 153rd sus-
pect extradited from Mexi-
co to the United States. 
The Attorney General's 
. Office announced the extra-
dition in a news release 
Thursday. 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
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U.S. losing edge in space 
FROM A1 
Apollo 7 flight, celebrating its 
40th anniversary, and every-
one who made those missions 
possible. 
· cunningham also 
expressed some doubt about 
today's generation. 
In particular, Cunningham 
stated his concerns that "we 
are surrounded by men unable 
to focus a goal and acc@mplish 
it." He acknowledged that 
some goals, like the Apollo 
missions, may require risk, but 
we must simultaneously be 
willing to adept risk in order 
to move our society forward. 
"I've always believed that 
the purpose of our existence 
has been to· grow," Cunning- · 
ham said. . ''.And Apollo 
showed us what can be gained 
by risk" . 
When asked for a potential 
timeline for when America 
'I've always 
believed that 
the purpose of 
our existence 
has been to 
grow. And 
Apollo showed 
us what can be 
· gained by risk.' 
- WALTER CUNNINGHAM 
could reach Mars, Cunning-
ham seemed less confident. 
Cunningham said many of his 
friends who used to work for 
NASA thought that goal could 
have been achieved in2000.At 
this point, Cunningham does 
not see us realistically reach-
ing Mars until 2030. He said 
China appears to be making 
more progress in space explo-
ration than the United States. 
The Chinese are acting 
methodically and planning 
their space travels many years 
in advance. 
'We can't even land a two-
year deal for NASA," Cunning..: 
ham said. 
" Above all, Cunningham 
encouraged the audience to 
think for themselves and not 
be averse to risk He posed 
this question: How can you 
have confJ,dence without tak-
ing a risk? 
"Hope for the future lies in 
our solution to today's prob-
lems," Cunningham conclud-
ed at the end of his speech. 
"Never fail because you could-
n't tackle [the challenge] in the 
first place." 
Rallies held before debate began 
FROM A1 grow. as the community 
grows. ~ 
financial issues and crime if Tegg said he will start by 
elected sheriff looking at cutting services or 
As the doors to the P~ funding for services that the 
Ballroom opened, Tegg sup- Sheriffs Office covers that do 
porters gathered outside the not affect patrol. He said the 
Student Union to rally for · Sheriffs Office should hire 
their candidate, sporting cam- more civilians and take better 
paign T,shirts and cheering as · care of the hard-working offi-· 
they waved signs. Demings cers. 
supporters handed out pam- _ 0.Q co:mbating crime, Tegg 
phlets with details about his advocates increasing the num-
platform. ber of · patrol officers and 
The moderators, Scott developing better relations 
Harris of News 13 and Mar- with private security officers 
garita Koblasz of UCF's -and civilians to increase 
Department of Criminal Jus- response times. 
tice and ~ Studies, select- Demings said he is not will-
ed questions that UCF stu- · ing to take police officers and 
· dents and Central ' Florida deputies out of schools, but 
residents sent in before the would rather invest in Orange 
debate and included a few of County's youth with civic pro-
their own. grams. His plan is to target 
Harris applied a no-rules street drug de~ers, gangs and 
format, with no time limits on violent juvenile offenders. 
responses, encouraging a con- Demings' e~phasis on his 
versational setting among the community-involvement 
candidates and the modera- approach to help fight -crime 
tors. touched UCF student Mathz-
. One detail that both candi- za Belance, who left the debate 
dates agreed upon was their knowing he had won her vote. 
respect for Sheriff Kevin 'What he talked about was 
· Beary's involvement with the more geared _ toward the 
community. Beary will step Orlando community rather 
down after-serving four terms, than within the agency," 
a total ofl6 years, at the end of Belance said. "I feel like he's 
this year. more in touch with the people, 
Denilngs, former Orlando like he wants to be on the 
police chief, served 21 years streets." 
with the Orlando Police Criminal justice major 
,Deparqnent aHd was appoint- Joyce Rougeux, however, 
ed pu~lic safety director. Dem- found Tegg to be the better 
,ings' wife, Val, is the chief of candidate. 
the Orlando Police Depart- . ·"I think he has better l€!al::l-
ment ership capability, and I believe 
Tegg, a UCF alumnus and he has better endorsements," 
former Edgewood police ·Ro1,1geux said. _ · 
chief, was sworn in as a deputy Rougeux said she will be 
sheriff with the Orange Coun- applying at the Orange Coun-
ty Sheriffs Office in 1976. ty Sheriff's Office next month. 
When asked how they "l really hope I get to work . 
would spend funds in office, under him and not Demings." 
Demings said the budget must · Tegg's endorsements · 
be audited, but it must also . include several pc,>liticians and 
unions like Orange County 
Professional Firefighters, 
· many lodges or' the Fraternal 
Order of Police, the Florida 
Police Benevolent Association 
and the Central Florida PBA, 
among others. 
"wliat better endorse-
ments do yo\l need than the 
people who actually work in 
the field that you're going in?" 
Rougeqx said. 
Demings is endorsed by 
the Central Florida Labor 
Council, Orange County 
Classroom Teachers Associa-
tion, the Orlando Regional 
Realtor Association and many 
other labor unions and politi-
cians. 
. Tegg said he thought he 
achieved his goal at the de'pate. 
"I wanted to _get the mes-
sage across about tl;le positive 
changes and make sure people 
understand the · experience 
and endorsements of all pub-
lic safety;• Tegg said. 
"The sheriff has to -work 
very cle>sely with the Universi-
ty of Central Florida police at 
all the athletic events out here 
at the stadium and various 
other places," Demings said 
when asked· why students 
should care about voting for 
him. 
"Hopefully this was a little 
educational for the students," 
Demings said. "I know a lot of 
them are criminal justice and 
legal studies students, so they 
got to see. and hear, and hope-
fully learn, something about 
law enforcement and' how it 
works in the community." 
Tegg canceled his appear-
ance at the meeting for UCF's 
chapter of the National Orga-
nization for the Reform of 
Marijuana Laws last week. . 
Demings is still expected to 
appear at NORML's next " 
meeting on Oct. 22. 
Early voting~ O<;:t. ~o. 
OVER 150 BOTTLES, 48 DRAFTS 
FULL ~SERVICE 
RESTAURANT & BAR 
www. Centra/F/oridaFuture. com AS 
Jhe last match before November 
SARAH ROGERS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Dozens of UCF students gathered outside the UCF Arena on Wednesday night to watch the final presidential debate before the 
November election. Students watched Sen. Barack Obama and Sen.John McCain battle it out on a big screen TV set up outside. 
' Recent robbery spurs lessons 
FROM A1 
merits to escape a wrist' grab 
such as arm bar techniques. 
"I definitely liked the arm bar 
lessons," Holliday said. "I liked 
the arm bars' attention to the 
nerves. It's so versatile. I see it 
everywhere. It was fun actually. I 
think I will do another lesson to 
commit it to muscle memory." 
In addition to learning . 
defense from unarmed attack-
ers, Nordlinger said he thought it 
prudent to teach gun defense, 
given the anµed robbery that 
happened last weekend near 
campus. Students learne~how 
to effectively disarm someone 
ADAM TRAUTENBERG / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Senior Vincent DiPasqua, left, attempts to disann junior Joe Myszkow1ki at a self-defense 
, dass Thursday in the Library. Pupils also learned h~w to disann an attacker who has a gun. 
with a gun if within arms length. ment and offering criticism and 
A fake, blue gun was used, · guidance. 
and pupils alternated between · "The type of skills [that] were 
being 'the attacker and the learned need to be deve1oped," 
defender. senior interdisciplinary studies 
. Eachdefenderhadto.grabthe major. Vmcent DiPasqua said. 
bottom of the gun and tilt it to "You have to .work on them on a 
the side opposite them to avoid daily basis to actually be able to 
imaginary bullets, and · then do it I would have to. incorporate 
using both hands rotate the gun this in my everyday routine to be 
counterclockwise _ so that it . able to correctly do the move-
pointed at the attacker before ments again, but it's definitely 
being wrenched from their hand. - beneficial to know." 
Nordlinger and his assistant The mainly hapkido-
then went from each pair of influenced escape movements 
pupils, watching them perform are taught in the Library, Room 
the various moves of escape- 235, ~or the Library's Diversity 
HPV FACTS: 
Week class. This year the 
Library rivals the diversity cen-
ter in the amount of Diversity 
Week activities being held. 
Nordlinger also teaches 
another Div~:rsity Week class 
called Martial Arts Across 
World Cultures. The classes 
take place for one hour each day 
with Friday's final class happen- · 
ing from noon to 1 p.m. · 
Nordlinger teaches a weekly, 
on-campus women's self-
defense class Tuesdays from 5 
p.m. to 6 p.m. on the second-
floor lobby of 'the Teaching 
Academy building. 
FOR MOS.T, HPV CLEARS· 
ON-ITS OWN. BUT FOR SOME, 
CERVICAL CANCER CAN DEVE'LOP · 
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Folding paper at the Library 
FROM Al 
provided each student with 
various brightly patterned 
pieces of origami paper, learn-
ing from last year's mistake of 
using construction paper. At 
the end of the lesson. students 
were encouraged to take from 
a pile any number of pieces of 
origami paper they wished. 
"I was given this calendar 
of origami paper, and so I took 
that and used it," Hoeppn~r 
said "The papers each have 
instructions on how to make 
different simple pieces of 
origami on the back. It's a lot 
easier with this paper. Last 
year I used construction a 
paper and it was a lot harder 
for-the students t0 make the 
cranes: 
Hoeppner opened the les-, 
son by briefly explaining the 
story of Sadako and the Thou-
sand Paper Cranes. Sadako 
Sasaki, a Hiroshima girl who 
suffered from leukemia 
caused by atomic-bomb radia,. 
tion, tried to recreate the 
Japanese legend that a person 
who folds 1,000 paper cranes 
· will _get one wish. When she 
died before she could com- . 
plete her task, her classmates 
completed the remaining 
AMANDA MOORE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Psychology major Desiree Major works on folding a paper crane during an origami dass 
in the Library Tuesday. The class was part of a weeklong diversity initiative. 
cranes for her. · 
Tiu-oughout the lesson she . 
moved among pupils giving 
hands on help to those strug-
gling to interrupt her instruc-
tion in to the right folds and 
creases. 
"I enjoyed the class. It was a 
good lesson. I had to come out 
to something for [class], and it 
was only 30 minutes com- , 
pared to all the other that were 
three hours." accounting 
pending major Charlotte 
Buesesaid 
Many students finished 
ahead of the instructor and 
began showing up-their skills 
by constructing origami flow-
ers, elephants and hearts 9r 
helping those having difficulty. 
- Toe class was taught on 
Monday, Wednesday and 
Thursday in room 235A in the 
library. Toe le·sson can be 
fourid online .at http:/ / deli-
cious.com/ucflibrary/crane. 
Incident cleared-in 2·hours 
~ . . 
FROM Al 
A deputy of the explosives 
unit opened the package, and 
a small cloud of smoke came 
out. The deputy told UCF 
PD the dry ic;e "seemed suspi-
cious," but it didn't cause an 
immediate threat, according 
to the report. 
· Marcus Anderson, ·devel-
opment coordinator of annual 
" giving for the UCF Founda-
tion, worked in the building 
Formoreon 
this story go to 
www.UCFNews.com 
· that night 'and said about 30 
people were evacuated; staff 
were allowed to re-enter the 
building at 8:14 p.nL · 
Sarah Cannistra, phone 
program manager for UCF 
Foun.dation, was working 
when a co-worker told her 
police were outside . 
"I got ~d of scared saying 
• 
HPV-FACTS: 
· that it was a .,omb just 
because the congressman 
(Rep. Tom Feeney) is in here," 
Cannistra said. "So people, 
especially because of election 
tim~ some people get crazy." 
On Sept. 9, · UCF Police 
evacuated the Pavilion when 
they encountered suspicious 
white powder in a letter. Toe 
mail was addressed to Feeney. 
Roop saiq._ there appeared · 
to be no connection between 
the two incidents. 
~ . MERCK 
THERE IS SOMETHING 
YOU CAN DO 
' 
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INTERNET EXTRA BASEBALL ENDS FALL SEASON WITH BLACK AND GOLD WORLD SERIES THIS WEEKEND. FOR MORE, GO TO WWW.UCFNEWS.COM. 
UCF senior Chris Andaur, top, guards South 
Florida's Jorge Mora during Tuesday's 
game. Andaur was the only Knight to 
record more than 1 shot, but his offense 
was not enough for the Knights, who fell 
in overtime to the Bulls 1-0. 
The Knights, right, will ti}' to regroup for · 
their next m~tch, tonight at Tulsa. 
PHOTOS BY LIANA COLE / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
• 
GREGORY TERRITO / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF's Stephanie Serna, a native ofTexas, will be making a homecoming of sorts 
this weekend when the Knights go on the road to face Houston and Rice. 
-- __ _, ........ ___ ._,_ --~------·-----
en's So. ar 
Women's Vo.lleyliall 
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Knights fall to 
· 12th-rariked USF 
in overtime, 1-0 
ALLEN LEVIN 
Staff Writer 
South Florida just seems to 
be getting the best-of UCF in 
the past year, whether it be in 
football, basketbjtll or soccer. In 
non-conference action Tues-
day night, the UCF Men's 
Soccer team lost in overtime to 
the rival Bulls, 1-0. · ' 
In the third minute of over-; 
time. USF's . Kevon Neaves· 
fired a .shot that sailed right 
past UCF goalkeeper Sean 
. Johnson for the game-winner. 
Neaves received the pass from 
J~rdan Seabrool(, who was set 
up by Yohance Marshall from 
the sideline. 
But tile Knights (6-6-0) 
made it a battle against No. 12 
USF (8-2-2) at the UCF Soccer 
Complex. · 
"The guys catne prepared 
and it was a well-played college 
soccer game," UCF head coach 
Bryan Cunningham said ''Both 
. teams came to- play. It was · 
unfair not to get the result 
tonight, but I am proud of our 
players' effort'." 
The matchup saw an array 
of defense as neither team was 
able to get many shots on goal 
or even fire off shots consis-
tently. There were 14 total 
shots, with USF holding a 9-5 
advantage. - · 
Uie Knights wer.e able to 
contain the ranked Bulls for the 
.'most part, as the teams were 
knotted in a scoreless tie 
throughout regulation. 
Although. the ~ghts · 
weren't able to score, seniors 
Chris Andaur and Bryan Col.:. 
lier each fired a shot on goal In 
addition., sophomore Yaron 
Bacher fired his team-leading 
14th shot on goal , . 
The match also contained a 
· battle between both goalkeep-
ers. Johnson recorded three 
saves on the night to bring his 
total to 62 on the season. which 
makes him the leader. in Con-
ference USA USFs goalie, Jeff 
Attinella, also recorded three 
saves. 
In addition to South Florida, 
UCF has played three ranked 
teams this season. two · of 
which have beaten the Knights 
in overtime, including the 
ninth-ranked Ohio State Buck-
eyes. . 
. 'We can play with anyone 
in the country; we do not care 
if they are ranked or not 
- ranked," Cunningham said 
With such a close match 
PLEASE SEE FIGHT ON AB 
UCF readies for Texas two-step 
RYAN BASS 
Staff Writer 
When UCF Volleyball player Stephanie Serna takes a 
glance across ~e arena in Texas this weekend, she will 
be seeing some familiar faces. . ' 
Not only will numerous family members be there to 
watch the Texas native, but her best friend will be oppos-
ing her on the other side of the net. . 
· ''It's going to take the first couple of points fot us to get 
used to it, but its going to be so much fun," Serna said of 
playing Houston's Kelsey King, a high school teammate 
and her hometown friend "Our senior year, going after 
each other and everything, ... it's just going to be kind of 
exciting but also really weird to see her on the other side 
of the net." 
As for UCF, its position in the Conference USA stand-
ings going into this weekend's matchups with Houston 
and Rice is very unfamiliar. The Knights (13-7 overall, 5-2 
in C-USA) are third in the conference standings after 
falling to top-seeded UAB this past weekend at home. 
But they have no time to recover as both Houston (3-3 
in conference) and Rice (4-2) are chasing them in the con-
ference standings. 
'We just take it one match at a time," UCFs Erin Camp-
bell said "It's a really good opportunity to compete with 
some tough te;nns. We have to take care of business. 
'We are just really looking forward to taking advantage 
GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT 
GO AHEAD AND JUMP 
' The Knights are ranked No. 76 in the NCAA RPI ranRings as ofOct.13. UCF 
finished last season ranked No. 244 and the 168-spotjump is the largest 
among all Division I squads. 
NINE HELPINGS OF RICE 
Entering tonight's match against Southern Miss, the Rice Owls have won 
nine games in a row. They will face the Knights on S~turday. 
of this opportunity because they are both really competi-
tive teams. We warit to come out on fire and play our best." 
The Knights kick off the Texas road swing with.Hous-
ton tonight at 8. The Cougars ~ome into the battle at .500 
. in conference, but have played a much tougher C-USA 
schedule than UCF. 
The Knights will have to be aware of Houston's Justine 
Farmer, who leads the conference with 3.77 kills per game 
average, and the entire Cougar offense, which ranks third 
in overall hit percentage in C-USA at .23~. · 
''They are really good at what they do," Campbell said . 
''They have a really simple offense, but they are vecy, very 
good at that simple offense. They can be kind of a threat. 
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Knights' Johnson finishes in third out West 
WILLIAM PERRY 
Staff Writer 
After going well over par in 
the first two rounds, the UCF 
Men's Golf team. went 2-under-
par in Tuesday's final round to 
claim fourth place at the Prestige 
at PGA West golf tournament 
Tuesday. 
"They continue to get better 
every week," UCF head coach 
Nick Clinard said of his team. 
The Knights were led by the 
steady play of senior David 
Johnson. Aft;er shooting a 4-
over.-par 76 in the first round, he 
bounced back to fire rounds of 
67 and 68 to finish 5-under-par, 
good enough for -a third-place 
finish. He finished one shot 
behind Johan de Beer and Nate 
Pistaccbio, who tied for individ-
ual honors at 6-under-par. 
"It's just kind of one of those . 
things where I felt like my back 
was up against the wall and I 
really had to put in a good round 
to help the team," Johnson said 
"I just came out, was predeter-
mined to do it and shot a good 
score." ' 
The tournament was hosted 
by the University of California-
Davis and Stanford at the Greg 
Norman Course at PGA West in 
La Qµinta, Cali£ 
Six of the top 30 teams in the 
nation competed in the tw~y, 
16-team evellt The first 36 holes 
were played on Monday with 
the final 18 on Tuesday. 
UCF was tied for fourth after 
the first day, trailing eventual 
winner Texas Christian Univer-
sity by 15 strokes. The Knights 
Earn Dillard's 
Reward Points 
COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS 
UCF senior David Johnson finished in third place Tuesday with a S-under-par 211 at the 
Prestige at PGA West. He finished one shot behind Johan de Beer of and Nate Pistacchio. 
stayed put overall, though they 
turned in muth improved final-
round scores. 
Simon Ward and Brad 
Schneider turned in a score of71 
for the Knights on Tuesday to go 
Ruffle-front blouse 
ith velvet trim. $1 08. 
lvailable at Florida Mall and 
Seminole Towne Center. 
Every Time You Shop In Reward Certificates When You Open An Account' 
tSubject to credit approval. Certificates for openi~ 
a DiHard's credit card account · will arrive with the 
Dillard's Card and expire 60 days from issuance. 
See credit application for Rewards program tenns. 
USE YOUR DILLARD'S CHARGE. WE ALSO WELCOME VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, DINER'S CLUB & DISCOVER CARD. · · 
R.0RIDA MALL (407} 240-1771 • SEMINOLE TOWNE CENTER (407} 330-1775 • WEST OAKS MALL (407) 292-6866 • OVIEDO MARKfTPI.ACE (407} 977-9996 • ALTAMONTE MALL (407} 830-1 211 
· FASHION SQUARE (407} 896-1211 -tion.-saq o-9, Sun. 12-6 _ 
GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT 
. WESTWARD HO! 
The Prestige at PGA West seems to fit UCF well. The Knights finished in fourth 
place in the tournament this year after finishing third in the 2007 tourney. 
TAKING DOWN SOME ATTHETOP 
The Knights finished ahead of six of the nation's top 30 teams in the event 
along with 74 by Greg Forest 
and Mike Stem for a com-
bined score of 284. UCF shot 
15-over-par 303 in the first 
round and 7-over-par 295 in: 
the second round 
TCU claimed the win by 
going 3-under-par, led by de 
Beer. 
Courses like PGA West 
are typically forgiving due to 
a desert landscape. Rough 
isn't as much of a factor, 
which allows for lower scor-
ing. 
Johnson took full advan-
tage of the nice conditions in 
the second and third rounds, 
and the scoring average went 
down significantly. There 
were only two sub-par rounds 
through 18 holes Monday, 
compared to 12 later on in the 
day 'and 23 in the final round 
"(Johnson] played great 
other than a few mistakes in 
the first round and otherwise, 
he wins the golf tournament," 
Clinard said ''That's the way 
David should play. He's an 
elite player and he works hard 
at his game to play at our 
level" 
The Kniwts struggled in 
their first two tournaments of 
the year, placing 14th and 
ninth. 
Coach Clinard expected 
his team to come out playing 
better in the early part of the 
year based on a successful · 
summer, but is more satisfied 
now that the Knights have 
gotten things going. 
"There was definitely a 
sense of urgency to play well 
this week," Clinard said 'We 
knew we had to play well, 
otherwise our season was not 
lqoking too good" 
Johnson said the team will 
need to build off their top-five 
finish and take the confidence 
from this event into their next 
· tournament UCF will host its 
next tournament, the Isle.-
worth UCF Collegiate Invita-
tional at Isleworth Co~try 
Club jn Wmdermere, Fla The 
tournament will begin Oct 24 
and run through Oct. 26. 
. The three-day event is 
widely recognized as one of 
the top tournaments in the 
country and will host 11 of the 
top 20 teams in the nation. 
Participating teams include 
No. I Oklahoma State and No. 
3 Illinois, as well as 10 of the 
country's top-20 individual 
golfers. 
· 'We're coming off a J?OSi-
tive note," Clinard said. 
"Going into Isleworth, it's a 
tough tournament for us. It's a 
tbugh field and a tough golf 
course. 
"Our expectations are just 
to get the guys to play to their 
capability and not to worry 
about what the other teams 
are doing." 
Fight for first place 
coming up for UCF: 
FROM A7 
that resulted in overtime, the NEWS TO NOTE 
UCF-USF rivalry continues to A BUNCH OF BACHER 
grow. UCF sophomore Yaron Bacher 
"The rivalry is only going registered a shot against South 
to keep growing because a lot Florida on Tuesday night. He leads 
of the players know each 
other and they played· at a 
the Knights with 34 shots. 
high level together;' Cunning- A BUNCH OF BULl5 
ham said. "It makes for a With its shutout Tuesday night, The 
good-spirited game." South Florida Bulls have allowed just 
The Knights will return to 
action Friday at 9:30 p.m., in a 
eight g9als in 12 matches this year. 
, road match against confer-
all season," Cunningham said ence foe and 16th-ranked 
Tulsa. The Golden Hurricane about his players. 'We have 
currently hold first place in C- only lost back-to-back games 
USA with a perfect 4-0-0 one time this season We are 
record. A win against the excited to get on the road 
Golden Hurricane would put against [the Golden Hurri-
UCF in a tw6-way tie for first. cane] for a chance to be tied 
( 
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"They have been resilient for first in the conference." < 
Cougars flawless 
athome this year 
FROM A7 
All we need to be is super dis-
ciplined and ... force, block 
and kill." 
Although UCF head 
coach Todd Dagenais' team 
has been road warriors this 
season, he knows it will be 
tough to claim a victory on 
Houston's home court. The · 
Cougars are 4-0 so far this 
season when they have the 
home-court advantage. 
"They .are going to be 
home and they are usually 
very consistent at home/' he 
said "There is no doubt in my 
mind we are going to get the 
best Houston team possible." 
Rice will be another tough 
challenge for UCF on Satur-
day at 8 p.m. The Owls come 
into the weekend as one of 
the most balanced t eams in 
the conference on both 
offe~ e and defense. They 
rank first in the conference in 
kills (14.40) and digs· (16.83) 
per game. , 
"They are just giving 
teams fits right now," Dage-
nais said of Rice. "I don't 
know what to do. All I can say 
is that we have tp go in there 
and score a lot of points 
because they aren't going to 
beat themselves!' 
The Owls also have the 
second-best fit percentage in 
the conference · (.256), rank 
first in assists per game 
(13.48) and has held oppd-
nents to a .158 hit percentage 
in matches, which is third-
best in c~usA 
. Despite all those numbers, 
the Owls are last in the league 
in blocks per game, and the 
Knights are going to have to 
take advantage of every. kill 
opportunity they get. 
"This Rice team is just 
good in every single facet of 
the game," Dagenais said. 
"You just look at them and 
say that of the six things they 
do well, maybe we can chip 
away at number two and 
number three. Other than 
that, we just have to score a 
lot of points." 
While watching film for 
this weekend's matcpes, 
Serna couldn't help but laugh 
as Dagenais broke down 
King's tendencies. She said it 
was funny watching her long-
time frie9-d on video and that 
it's goirig to be a fun challenge 
to face her this weekend 
< 
'W e both played at Birm-
ingham Southern together 
before I transferred here," .. « 
Serna said "We played togeth-
er inmy freshman year and she 
wasmysetter.itkindofworries · 
me that she knows~ single 
one of my tendencies, but I also 
know all others f 
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Voice actor Billy West jokes around at Roadhouse 
mspire 
creativity 
"I don't think they knew what to 
make of me," Billy West said with a 
hint of pride and a can of Red Bull 
at arm's length as he sat down fol-
lowing a stand-up routine at the 
Orlando Roadhouse Comedy Grill 
on Friday night. 
West is the voice of Ren, 
Stimpy, Doug, Philip J. Fry, Profes-
sor Farnsworth, Dr. Zoidberg, 
Zapp Brannigan and countless 
other animated characters from 
television shows, films and com-
mercials. 
West came on strong with his 
impressions of Sarah Palin - say-
ing that her stuff "writes itself -
and John McCain and closed with 
Porky Pig's rendition of The Who's 
"My Generation." But it was the 
early stuff that made visibly 
uncomfortable - and distinctly 
older - audience members depart 
in no discreet fashion, which West 
then called out with a series of cat 
hisses and clawing motions. 
Fortunately, those vacant seats 
only gave dedicated fans a chance 
to draw closer as he performed a 
number of character routines and 
then took the time to delve into the 
origin of each character on his 
part. Strewn throughout the set 
were some proudly corny jokes -
on his voicing the red M&M for 
TV ads: "Have any of you eaten 
GUS RUELAS/ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Actor Mark Wahlberg arrives Monday at the premiere 
of popular video game turned action movie Max 
Payne, in which he plays the titular character. 
WILLIAM GOSS 
Staff Writer 
me?" - and even an acoustic per-
formance of Roy Orbison's "Only 
the Lonely," apropos of nothing 
other than bringing a heart-shaped 
guitar with him onto the stage. 
Among those fascinated was 
Blake Stephens, a digital media 
senior at UCF and a programmer 
for the UCF Library's Web site. 
Stephens had actually been 
informed about the show through 
his parents and thought the show 
was great. 
"It was very much what I was 
expecting, and hoping, for," 
Stephens said as he waited to meet 
West after the show. Adorned with 
a Planet Express shirt and a 
perpetual grin, Stephens got sever-
al pictures with him and then had 
him autograph his UCF I.D. card. 
Not being a current UCF stu-
dent, Stephens' girlfriend instead 
had West sign her chest, and West 
obliged, signing off with "Joy!", a 
common expression of Stimpy on 
the cartoon Ren & Stimpy. 
"I love Futurama, definitely, I 
grew up on Ren & Stimpy," 
Stephens said. "But Doug would be 
a second growing-up favorite.'' 
West's voice-over experience 
runs the gamut from Howard Stern 
to Nicktoons, but he considers 
himself to be "a journeyman" from 
gig to gig. 
Billy West has lent his 
voice to many 
memorable characters 
like Ren and Stimpy 
and Philip J. Fry. 
"I'm a hired gun for whatever 
the job is," West said. "They played 
it rough on Stern, so I had to play 
rough too, and I just love working. 
I don't care what it is." 
West has made public his dis-
dain for live-action celebrities tak-
ing voice-over work from those in 
his field and considers Tom Kenny 
of Spongebob Squarepants and 
Maurice LaMarche of Pinky and 
the Brain to be among his closest 
buddies. 
When the rumored return of 
Futurama drew applause from the 
audience, West joined in, saying 
that he has supported the notion 
"because I'm thinking about my 
401k right about now." 
Futurama, Matt Groening's sci-
fi cartoon and follow-up to The 
Simpsons, has only grown in popu-
larity since its cancellation in 
2003. As was the case with Family 
Guy, the strength of cable syndica-
tion and DVD sales have brought 
along word that the show might be 
due for its formal resuscitation. ..-. 
It's the love of Futurama that 
will make for Stephens' coming 
Halloween costume, as he 
revealed to West that he intended 
to dress up as the show's slacker 
protagonist, Philip J. Fry, and West 
commended his already compara-
ble likeness. 
Local artists gather at 
Autumn Art Festival 
ASHLEY INGUANTA 
Staff Writer 
I 
Behind every piece of artwork is a 
story, and behind every story is an artist. 
At the 35th annual Wmter Park Autumn 
Art Festival last weekend, 150 Florida 
artists displayed their work, letting view-
ers seek the stories within each color 
and texture. 
Located 
in Wmter 
Park's 
Central 
G For photos of this event goto 
www.UCFNews.com 
Park, viewers walked on paths shaded 
by tree canopies, observing various art 
forms. The festival included everything 
from paintings to sculptures to photog-
raphy to mixed media crafts. 
''There seems to ~ a great sense of 
culture and community here," said 
Michele Gimenez, a resident of Orlando. 
''I like how more families are out 4ere 
exploring the arts." 
While viewers walked the paths of 
Central Park, Dominic Gaudios per-
formed in the rose garden. His music 
mixed classical, jazz, rock and world ele-
ments while he strummed the acoustic 
guitar and blew into a 4idgeridoo, an 
Australian instrument. Gaudios said 
music mixed with art helps to inspire 
creativity. 
Patron VIP Tent Committee Mem-
ber Greg May agreed 
"It brings the comrmµnty out," May_ 
said "People are out there dancing .... 
Art has been proven over and over. It 
stimulates the mind, it stimulates the 
body, it stimulates the senses.'' 
The Crealde School of Art provided 
art lessons for visiting children. 
"Studies show children involved in 
the arts do better in all aspects of their 
lives," said Kathy Corey, the director of 
the young artist program at Crealde. "It's 
also a great way to stimulate imagination 
and express emotion." 
When it comes to imagination and 
emotion, artist Gabriel Puyana is an 
example of both. This Orlando-based 
artist, who received an Award of Honor 
at the festival, incorporates his own 
fables into each inch of his miniature 
glass-and-metal architectural crafts. 
"Since I was a kid. I was always with 
all of these ideas in my mind." Puyana 
said 
With Puyana's piece "Gate to Mar 
Azul,'' metal turtles hold the foundation 
of a brass-and-copper framed palace, its 
walls made ofblue-green glass. A metal 
octopus rests above the door, holding a 
jellyfish lantern. Mermaids sit on the 
domed roof, topped with a weather 
vane. In the center of the palace lies a 
mermaid chair. 
"Those who believe, this building 
shbws7Ip -.en shore in distant coves. 
From there, you can go to the bottom of 
the ocean," Puyana said. "The turtles 
move the whole building to shore." 
PLEASE SEE PIECES ON A9 
Actor brings the Ptlj}ne in newest film 
AMANDA ZIKE 
Staff Writer 
The actor formerly known for his 
"Marky Mark'' persona and his Calvin 
Klein underwear ads, Mark Wahlberg, 
returns to the big screen with "Good 
Vibrations" today with a video game 
turned neo noir, action-thriller film, Max 
Payne, directed by John Moore. 
Max Payne, played by Wahlberg, is a 
maverick cop seeking revenge on those 
who murdered his family and partner. 
Payne becomes obsessed in his investi-
gation, which leads him on a journey into 
a dark underworld Payne is forced to 
battle enemies beyond the natural world 
and face an unthinkable betrayal 
Russian mobster Mona Sax, played by 
Mila Kunis, teams up with Payne to 
avenge her sister's death. Chris 
''Ludacris" Bridges plays Agent Jim 
Bravura, an official who takes a personal 
interest in Payne's case. 
In a recent conference call, reporters 
from 57 college newspapers across the 
country submitted interview questions 
for Wahlberg, Kunis and Bridges. 
''I read the script before I realized it 
was based on a video game, and I just 
thought it was a nice fit for me," 
Wahlberg said" ... I was surprised at how 
elaborate the story was and how cine-
matic the game itself was.'' 
Bridges said he played the game Max 
Payne, and while the movie is similar, it 
also has its differences. 
''I think that the whole storyline of the 
movie is loosely based off the video 
game, but it takes it to a whole other 
exciting and action-packed level," 
Bridges said ''The way John Moore shot, 
the whole noir feeling of it, it's kind of 
dark. Like The Matrix, that's kind of how 
Max Payne is, in my opinion.'' 
Wahlberg said one of their aims with 
the movie was to satisfy both the gamers 
and non-gamers. 
'Well, first and foremost we wanted 
to satisfy the diehard game fans," 
Wahlberg said "And hopefully it will 
draw a lot of other people to the film 
based on the images that they see in the 
spots, and you know, maybe they'll go 
and watch and play the game after ... rd 
love them to watch the movie before 
they play the game." 
While Wahlberg has played many 
roles involving police officers in the past, 
Bridges said this is an entirely different 
role for him to portray than his usual per-
sona 
''That is the exact reason why I 
choose roles like that, to get away from 
the persona Ludacris," he said '"This is 
my first time playing on that side of the 
law and being an internal affairs agent. 
PLEASE SEE NO ON A 10 
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ONLINE COVERAGE~ 
Fairground has fossil find 
by Viloc Pham 
Fossil hunters 
exhibit recently 
uncovered finds. 
N.E.R.D. at the Hard Rock 
by Curtis Meyer 
N.E.R.D. and Common share the bill. 
Gun play at the BackBooth 
by Molly Hays 
Shiny Toy Gun sells out BackBooth. 
War goes on with Halo 3 
Cultural Pop by Kris Kelly 
Halo 3: Recon will hit shelves next fall 
and there will be some changes. 
Hanson at 
House ofBlues 
by Billie Hartl 
Hanson walks with 
fans for charity 
before concert. 
A Rumble at The Social 
by Kerri Anne Renzulli 
The Rumble Stripes hit the states. 
Kiss Me., Kate makes debut 
by Andrea Unger 
Premieres at Orlando Shakespeare Theater. 
RuPaul comes 
intotown 
Online photo 
gallery of RuPaul's 
visit to Parliament 
House. 
For more on these stories go to 
www.UCFNews.com 
MOVIETIMES 
Courtesy 20th Century Fox 
MAX PAYNE (R) 
Based on the legendary, hard-hitting 
interactive video game, Max Payne tells the 
story of a maverick cop determined to track 
down those responsible for the brutal murder 
of his family and partner. Hell-bent on 
revenge, his obsessive investigation takes him 
on a nightmare journey into a dark 
underworld. As the mystery deepens, Max 
(Wahlberg) is forced to battle enemies 
beyond the natural world and face an 
unthinkable betrayal. 
Directed by: John Moore 
Starring: Mark Wahlberg, Chris O'Donnell, Beau 
Bridges, Ludacris, Mila Kunis, Donal Logue, 
Amaury Nolasco 
W (PG-13) 
Whether you love him or hate him, there is no 
question that George W. Bush is one of the most 
controversial public figures in recent memory. 
In an unprecedented undertaking, acclaimed 
director Oliver Stone is bringing the life of our 
43rd President to the big screen as only he can. 
Wtakes viewers through Bush's eventful life. 
Directed by: Oliver Stone 
Starring: Josh Brolin, Elizabeth Banks, James 
Cromwell, Ellen Burstyn, Thandie Newton, Jef-
frey Wright, Scott Glenn, loan Gruffudd, Richard 
Dreyfus, Jesse Bradford 
Max Payne 
(PG-13) 12:001:20 2:45 4:00 5:15 7:05 8:15 9:35 
10:45 1210am 
The Seaet Life of Bees 
(PG-13) 11:50am 2:20 5:057:45 10:1512:40am 
Sex Drive 
(R) 12:20 4:40 8:00 10:50 
w. 
(PG-13) 12:35 4:30 7:50 10:55 
Body of Lies 
(R) 12:40 1:25 3:50 4:25 6:50 7:30 9:50 10:35 
12:SSam 
OtyofEmber 
(PG) 2:30 5:00 7:40 10:00 
Open Captioned & Descriptive Audio Showtimes 
12:05 
The Express. 
(PG) 1:15 4:207:2010:20 
Quarantine 
{R) 11 :45am 1 :JO 2:50 3:55 S:2S 7:00 8:05 9:20 10:30 
11 :40 12:45am 
Beverly Hills Olihuaha 
{PG) 12:10 1:05 2:354:10 S:106:4S 8:109:40 10:40 
12:00am 
Nkk and Norah's Infinite Playtist 
(PG-13) 11:SOam 2,004:357:109:3011:50 
f.agle Eye 
(PG-13) 12:45 3:557:1010:0S 12:50am 
Fireproof 
(PG) 1:104:157:1510:10 
Nights in Rodanthe 
(PG-13) 11 :55am 2:25 4:55 7:25 9:5512:30am 
Appaloosa 
(R) 12:30 3:40 7:35 10:25 
TheDuchess 
(PG-13) 1:00 4:05 6:55°9:45 12:35am 
lakeview Terrace 
(PG-13) 12:25 4:45 7:55 10:55 
,,, 
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HHN haunts uncovered 
Universal attraction 
scares up the fun 
WILLIAM GOSS 
Staff Writer 
Michael Aiello first 
popped out of a washing 
machine at Universal Studios 
Florida in 1996. 
Now he's made his way 
through the ranks at Hal-
loween Horror Nights. He 
started as one of thousands of 
performers - labeled "scare-
actors" for the annual event 
- and currently serves as 
show director for Universal 
Orlando's entertainment 
dep~ent and as a member 
of the "Scream Team" of 
designers behind the event's 
conception, planning and 
execution. 
"I've done just about 
everything involved in the 
event in some capacity or 
another," Aiello said. He 
spoke to the Future while tak-
ing time out of planning for 
next year's HHN, a process 
that always begins the year 
before and even during the 
preceding event. 
"A small group of us who 
do the initial concept for the 
event, we began concept-ing 
'09 starting last week," Aiello 
said. "What we do is just sit in 
a room and write down any-
thing and everything we 
could possibly think of up on 
a board. · 
"And there's so much stuff 
that doesn't even get past the 
first month, from this year 
and others, so we save those, 
drag those ideas out, relook at 
them, try to flesh them out or 
we just scratch them out and 
start fresh. 
"It's a nice, cool, freeform 
brainstorming session. This 
is my favorite stage of the 
game, because it's all blue sky 
and money is no object and, 
ultimately, we're all big fans of 
horror and of the event and 
that keeps us going and keeps 
us doing new and different 
things every year." . 
This year brought a domi-
nating theme of warped fairy 
tales and urban legends, with 
the main figll!e being that of 
COURTESY UNIVERSAL STUDIOS 
The 2008 edition of Universal Studios Hollywood's Halloween Horror Nights indudes 
familiar scary movie characters from Universal films such as Frankenstein, Psycho and 
The Strangers. Joining in the weekend terrorfest of gore this year will be some of the 
creepy cast members from Warner Bros. movies such as Nightmare on Elm Street and The 
Texas Chainsaw Massacre. Look out for Bloody Mary and avoid all mirrors in your path. 
Bloody Mary. As with previ-
ous years, at least one of the 
featured haunted houses is 
based on a horror film, 
recent, Universal, or other-
wise; this year's pick was 
Doomsday, a post-apocalyp-
tic thriller that failed to set 
the box office on fire this past 
March. 
'We went as a group to see 
it and I kriow it didn't do that 
well but we really loved it," 
Aiello said. "It reminded us of 
Escape from New York and 
Mad Max and we felt that we 
could do something with that. 
"The Strangers (a home- . 
invasion thriller from the 
same studio that ended up 
grossing almost five times 
that of Doomsday) did come 
up, we did consider it. You 
know,, those masks were so 
creepy, but with the whole 
thing being set in one house, 
we felt that we wanted 
themes out of the ordinary 
and that were most visually 
exciting, which we got with 
Doomsday." 
On his MySpace blog two 
weeks ago, writer-director 
Neil Marshall mentioned that 
he had first com,e across news 
of a Doomsday-themed house 
at the event online. · 
Though he considered 
himself honored by the 
notion, he had "no idea what 
it looks like, or indeed if it's 
any good" and was asking 
local fans to fill him in, as he 
was "curious to know how 
scary it is." 
Universal Studios Holly-
wood also hosts their own 
HHN event, sharing only the 
script for the annual pop 
compendium that is the Bill & 
Ted's Excellent Adventure 
show. 
''We just got back (from 
LA) this past weekend, and 
they have this year-long 
maze, and they had some of 
the Strangers characters pep-
pered in throughout that," 
Aiello said. 
"They're pretty much two 
different events," explained 
Aiello. "The Bill & Ted script 
is the same, but the similari-
ties end there. They have 
their own creative teams and 
they kept the New Line prop-
erties that we both had last 
year, but like I said, we try not 
to reuse anything." 
He also assured us that a 
sense of reciprocal hospitali-
ty stands between their event 
and Busch Garden's similar 
Howl-O-Scream in Tampa. 
'We have a great relation-
ship with Busch Gardens," 
Aiello said. 'We toured them 
two weeks ago and they do 
the same for us every year, so 
there's a very good, friendly 
sense of competition with 
them. 
"I've been [to Howl-O-
Scream] every year since it 
began," Aiello said. "It only 
gets more and more 
improved and they say the 
same about us." 
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No n1ore Funky Bunch 
FROM A9 
So, instead of being a bad guy, 
rm a good guy. And with that 
being said, I just had to put 
myself in the mindset of the PO-
lice!" 
Kunis said this was a differ-
ent role for her as well, having 
played in more comedic roles 
including Forgetting Sarah Mar-
shall and That 70s Show. 
"It's one of those things 
where you get the opportunity 
to do a movie like this, you jump 
at the chance,''. she said. ''It was 
different. It was challenging. 
Being comfortable holding a 
gun was pretty challenging." 
With the days of the Funlcy 
Bunch long gone and acting 
aside, Wahlberg has more 
recently become executive prer 
ducer of the TV show 
Entourage, which he said he 
enjoys and wants to continue. 
"I love it," he said. "You 
know; to be able to help guys 
who are really talented do their 
thing, and to be able to create in 
a different arena is fantastic." 
All three actors have upcom-
ing projects in the works. Kunis 
is working on a new comedic 
movie called Extract, and 
Bridges has an album coming 
out Nov. 25 called Theater of the 
Muul. 
''When you think Thanks-
giving, think Luda-giving," 
Bridges said. 
Wahlberg will continue prer 
ducing Entourage as well as a 
new show on HBO called 
Boardwalk Empire, with Martin 
Scorsese. 
Pieces sparkle, shining 
FROM A9 
In Puyana's story, the mer-
maid who sits in the chair 
befriends a butterfly. 
"The mermaid is bound to 
be always depending on the 
ocean, the butterfly is as free as. 
the wind," he said. "So what 
they do, she goes anywhere 
anyone can push her." 
Clelia Dargenio, a resident 
of Deltona, said she was attract-
ed to the elements of the fantas-
tic in Puyana's artwork 
''The element of sparkle and 
shine is in every piece, in the 
glass," Dargenio said. 
John Thursby of Ocala. who 
won Best of Show, works 
details of art-history and color 
into his paintings. In his piece 
titled "Dali-esque," a black-
and-white Salvador Dali looks 
at a man, designed after Thurs-
by's massage therapist, and 
twists his long moustache. The 
massage therapist is painted in 
color, across a neon orange 
background. 
"I loved his long mous-
tache, and when I was looking 
through another book on Dali 
I saw his moustache and said, 
we have to combine those 
two together," Thursby said. 
"Dali would have found him 
interesting." 
Antonia Servido, a junior 
psychology major at UCF, 
said the painting is nothing 
like she had ever seen before. 
"It's really graphic, it's really 
real. [The colors] pop out at 
you and the black and white 
makes a huge contrast." 
Jinsheng Song uses bold 
colors and strong textures to 
portray nature's story in his 
paintings. He said his work 
titled "Spring Comes Into My 
Home" was inspired by the 
view outside of his garden in 
Fort McCoy. 
"In the springtime, every-
thing's fresh." Song said "Reali-
ty and dreams come together." 
While Song was painting 
this piece, he said he saw a rain-
bow and incorporated its colors 
into the sky. Because he paint-
ed this from his garden, he dec-
orated his entire tent with flow-
ers, tree trunks and metal 
ladybugs he made himsel£ 
Tiffany Kitaoka, an electrical 
engineering graduate student 
at UCF, said she was interested 
in Song's garden-like tent as 
much as she was attracted to 
Song's artwork 
"It's very intricate," she said 
of the painting's color and tex-
. ture. 
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I The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968 I 
HOW TO PLACE AN AD SUBMISSION DEADLINES PAYMENT METHODS 
Online 24 hrs/day: 
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds 
By phone: 407-447-4555 
Online, phone, fax, 
in person: 
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue 
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue 
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri issue 
VISA, MC, AMEX, Dis-
cover, Cash, Check 
By fax: 407-447-4556 
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave, 
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817 
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds 
HELP WANTED: 
General 
·BARTENDERS WANTED. 
$300 a day potential. No Experience 
Necessary. Training Provided. 
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107. 
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. + 
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29, 
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0 
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com 
SALES REP NEEDED! 
Classified Sales Rep needed for 
Central Florida Future & Seminole 
Chronicle. Sales Experience 
Preferred, Flexible Schedule, Great 
Opportunity! Looking for h_ard 
working, reliable, energetic person to 
SELL SELL SELL! Email resume and 
availability to: 
Trishal@Knightnewspapers.com 
WE NEED A DJ! 
Can you play music and entertain a 
crowd? We have an event on UCF 
campus and we need a DJ to 
entertain! Traffic of over 2000 
students and 40 vendors! Great 
Exposure for new talent! Own 
equipment required. November 18th 
Memory Mall 1 0am-2pm, 
Contact/Send references to: 
trlshai@knightnewspapers.com! 
Valet parking attendants needed. 
$1 0-$13/hr. PT days and evenings, 
flex hrs. Immediate openings. 
Call 407-616-3296 
Upper level or graduate accounting 
student wanted for part time general 
accounting position. Strong cost 
accounting skills are required. Send 
resume to msanders@nscryptinc.com 
Advantage Personnel is looking to fill 
Full' & Part Time positions in Customer 
Service for more info. 
Call 1-888-31 5-9403 
Located Near Campus 
---- ----407-679-2700 
www.workforstudents.com 
rr:,';1 HELP WANTED: 
w:.I Full-Time 
. DIGITAL SALES POSITION 
.OPEN! 
U.S.Community P.ublishing, a division 
of the Gannett Co., Inc. is seeking 
digital sales specialists with strong 
sales skills to be responsible for the 
sales of digital based advertising 
solutions in a self-directed environment 
in Brevard County (Melbourne), FL. 
Great opportunity including guaranteed 
base of 36K and generous bonus 
opportunity. Relocation is not offered 
for these positions. 
The digital sales positions will have a 
revenue target that builds each month 
and offers a percentage of what is 
generated. Primary responsibilities will 
be to focus on prospecting new 
customers by making in-person calls to 
local businesses and selling online 
advertising packages. Must be 
comfortable in sales presentations and 
setting pricing and contractual 
arrar,igements. The successful 
candidate will also be expected to grow 
revenue of existing accounts by 
integrating digital media solutions into 
the client's advertising mix. Candidate 
will be expected to research and 
understand advertising and digital 
media industry trends to best assist 
clients in achieving their advertising 
objectives. 
Requirements 
· Sales experience and high achievers 
in selling Internet advertising and/or in 
the media industry are most desired. 
· Strong creative conceptualization 
capabilities and interpersonal and 
organizational skills. 
· Demonstrated strong project 
management experience. 
Proven ability to manage multiple 
projects in a dynamic environment. 
· Ability to work well with metrics, 
numbers and trends. 
Strong oral, writing and editing skills 
wit!) high attention to detail. 
Qualified candidates should send 
resume to jlusk@floridatoday.com. 
Equal Opportunity Employer. 
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM 
Paid Survey Takers Needed in 
Orlando. 100% FREE to Join. 
Click on Surveys. 
' Need a Loan? Tired of hearing NO 
from the bank? 1-877-716-1387 
We can help you! 
www.attwellfinancialcompany.com 
1 bdrm apt. for rent with male 
roommate. Pegasus Pointe, must be 
student. $575/mo. incl. all util . & cable. 
Lease take over- will pay fees. 
Hank or Stephanie Hays 727-415-6541 
Waterford Landings! 5 min.from UCF 
Luxury Condo, 2br/2ba, pool, available 
immediately. $900 full or 
$450/roommate. Call (407) 247-6423 
Walk To UCF 
spacious 2/2 condo in quiet area;-
pool, lake front, w/d, $1200/mo; 
561-371-5222 
Roommate to share 3/2 house. 
Room 11x11 all util. incl. Full kitchen, 
clean roomates only, no pets 
$510/mo Oviedo 2 mi from UCF, 
407-929-6598 Branks99@yahoo.com 
F for room in large 5/3 by Waterford 
Lakes. House on lake in gated 
community. 550/mo, all util. incl. (H20, 
Electric, High-speed wireless internet, 
digital cable, ect.) Tile floors, granite 
counter tops, stainless steel 
appliances. Large common areas, very 
clean. Pet friendly. Call Cathryn 407-
435-4491 or CatYoung85@aol.com 
1 Female Roommates N/S Available 
ASAP. $475 includes utilities. Dean 
Rd. KellyRoop@hotmail.com 
609-330-3673 
Room for rent in Avalon Park 
3000 sq ft home. $550/mo util incl. 
Internet, every cable channel, gym, 3 
car garage.Call Fred 850-291-3183 
1 room w/private bath in a 4/3 
townhouse. $525/mo. incl.Utilities, 
cable/internet, W/D. Lease take over-
will pay fees.UCF area. Call Obie 954-
548-6444 
Female wanted for a 2 I 1 apt. $500 
a month inclds utilites. Across from 
UCF. Furnished room, quite area, 
nice female roommate. Call Brittany 
954-294-5831 
Donate Plasma! 
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough 
Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma 
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including 
children, with serious illneses. 
DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya-Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100 
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months) 
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation. 
_ w~dci£lasm~m _ 
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© Puzzles by Pappocom 
Fill in the grid so 
that every row, 
column and 3x3 
box contains the 
digits 1 through 9 
with no repeats. 
Friday puzzle: 
Hard level 
Monday puzzle: 
Easy level 
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com 
FOR SALE 1989 Oldsmobile 
Ninety-Eight Touring Sedan. New 
Sony CD player recently installed. 
Only 85k miles. $750 OBO. Call Tej 
at 407-914-6586 or email 
tej220@gmail.com 
Math Tutoring 
Educated-Experienced Math Tutor. 
$25/hour. For more info: 
call 407-719-9734 or 
email JoshuaMathTutor@gmail.com 
EXP. NATIVE FRENCH TEACHER 
Tutoring for all levels. Reas. rates. 
Adults & children. Home teaching and 
translations. 5 mi. from UCF. Call, 
leave msg, 407-482-2343. 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
1 Achieve 
7 Dinghy or dory 
11 Coupe or sedan 
14 Sister of Venus 
15 Get more points 
17 Start golflng 
18 Yelled blue 
murder 
19 Leg ornament 
20 Greek X 
21 Fitness ceriters 
22 Baghdad land 
24 Genesis victim 
26 South Korean 
port 
29 Home of the 
Trojans 
32 Proficient 
35 Outback nester 
36 Foreboding 
39 Dogpatch Daisy 
40 Pen point 
41 Lets the cal out 
of the bag 
42 UFO pilots 
43 Aswan, for one 
44 Midpoint 
46 Young louse 
47 Do figure B's 
49 Be litigious 
50 Choir section 
52 Cut of beef 
54 Without clothing 
56 Hard labor 
58 Nutrition letters 
61 Cow organs 
65 Activating 
switch 
67 Well-seasoned 
stew 
68 Republican 
symbol 
69 Meeting list 
70 Architect Mies 
van_ Rohe 
71 12/25 
72 One of two 
evils? 
DOWN 
1 Cinema canine 
2 Twixt 12 and 20 
3 Long journey 
4 Ancient Asia 
Minor region · 
5 Fiery hot spot 
6 Can./U.S./Mex. 
treaty 
© 2008 Tribune Media Services, Inc. 
AU rights f'9&8f'Ved. 
7 Winter pear 
8 That hurt! 
9 Skylit lobbies 
10 Half a fly? 
11 Number needed 
to make a 
whole 
12 Surface 
measure 
13 Movie about 
John Reed 
16 Checked out 
23 Feather pens 
25 -relief 
26 Hangs in the 
balance 
27 Inuit craft 
10/17/08 
28 Nautilus crew 
member Last issue solved 
30 Major mess-up 
31 Spider's 
network 
33 Barbecue site 
34 Dry runs 
37 Advanced deg. 
38 NATO member 
44 Bottom fold 
45 Football stat 
48 Bulbous 
bloomer 
51 Cliff projections 
53 King of Troy 
55 Of hearing 
56 Deadlocked 
57 Lecher's look 
59 Lady of Lisbon 
60 Tiny colonists 
62 Seemingly 
forever 
63 Discourteous 
64 Asterisk 
66 E-mail gratitude 
Solution and new puzzles innext issue's Classifieds 
1 
FREE NEWS 
ONYOUR CELL PHONE O 
FROM THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
To:44636 
UCFNEWS Do you want to get 
news and updates 
from the Central 
Florida Future? 
Reply A to set alert . 
How Do I Text UCFNEWS to 44636? 
(!(enttal ~lnriba ~uture 
Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central 
Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS, to 44636. For a list of 
other info you can get: on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in 
the kno w while on the go! 
*Carrier ~ext messaging rars apply lr41nFO .. 
' ., 
~ 
I ·-_ 
All www.CentralFloridaFuture.com 
You and nine guests will enjoy a 
VIP PARTY tent with 
complimentary food and beverages. · 
October 17, 2008 • «tntral ~oriba '1rturt 
Plus, TICKETS to see the big game on " ---
Or, visit a Centex community and get 
FREE tickets for touring our models! 
Hurry, quantities and time are limited! 
11/08 vs. Southern Miss · 
Visit Legacy Park for your chance at one of 30 tickets! 
Visit us online for driving directions to the community. 
Centex.com/Orlando 
Centex® 
11/08, UCF vs. Southern Miss. 
Enter online at 
www.ucf.athletics.com/centex 
''A FANTASTIC, HILARIOUS, 
ORIGINAt COMEDY I'' 
-Ain~t It Cool News 
.,, 
.,, 
., 
, 
, i 
"'SUPERBADDER_~, - , 
A.~~ THAN ANY 
. COMEDY THIS YEAR." 
~Shawn Edwards, FOX-TV 
JOSH ' AMANDA CLARK SETH AND JAMES 
ZUCKERMAN . CREW DUKE GREEN MARSDEN 
SUMMIT fNURlAINM(Nl ~RmNrs ANAllOY fNURlAINMfNl ~nooucrmN "S[X ORIV[" JOSH lUCKtHMAN AMANDA CR[W 
ClARK OUK[ SHH GR[fN AND JAM[S MARSD[N cASTI~~ USA B[ACH,csA SARAH KAllMAN.csA Mu~~ SH~H[N lRASK 
SUPERvrsi~~ DAV[ JORDAN JOJUVlllANU[VA ~d~N, KRISJIN M BURK[ EDIIDR GfORGf fOlS[Y, JR.,AU. ' 
PRi~~ii~ AARON osoonNf PHw~~:~~{ llM ORR ~~w~~~ MICHAtl NHSDN 
PROD,~ USU[ MORG[NSUIN 808 l[VY JOHN MORRIS ~lfo~: "All lHf WAY" av ANDY BfHR(NS 
~l~~~~==. SCREENP~~ Sf AN AND_rns & JOHN Mo_nms DIRE~ Sf AN AND ms w • 
S111E11U&A111A1COHOLuSE-AU1NVOLV111GTHNS www.SexDr1veTheMov1e.com ""'"'"""" 200&SUMM!TENT<llrAJN ... HT,U.C.AU.RIGH"'"'-
STARTS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 17 
MOBILE USERS: For Showlimes, Text Message DRIVE and Your ZIP CODE to 43KIX (43549) . 
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